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Letter from the Pastor 
 

             July 31, 2013 

Shalom! 

Today happens to be the feast of St. Ignatius Loyola, the founder of the Jesuits, which is as good a segway 

as any for me to talk a little about our new Pope Francis, the first Jesuit to hold that office. If you haven’t 

been following him in the news, on the blogs, or in the social media, you might want to check him out. A 

good place to start is www.whispersintheloggia.blogspot.com.  This is a blog written by a young man in 

Philadelphia who is very well connected to the hierarchy, and whose posts include a lot of articles about 

who is becoming the new bishop of wherever and other stuff that will be of little or no interest to you. But 

he does follow Pope Francis carefully and posts a lot of his addresses in full in the blog. Which is what 

makes this a good resource, because you get to read the whole of something the Pope said, rather than just 

the part that somebody else thought was important enough to quote. 

And our new Pope is saying a lot of things very much worth reading. His addresses to the young people in 

Rio for World Youth Day, and his addresses to the Brazilian bishops come across, to me at least, like a real 

breath of fresh air in the church. Much of Francis’s stuff reads like something John XXIII might have said.  

At the risk of violating my own previous comment about letting someone else decide for you what is 

important, let me give you a couple of “teasers” from the Rio talks. The Pope challenged the Brazilian 

bishops: “In practice, do we make the lay faithful sharers in the Mission? Do we offer them the word of 

God and the sacraments with a clear awareness and conviction that the Holy Spirit makes himself manifest 

in them? Is pastoral discernment a habitual criterion, through the use of Diocesan Councils? Do such 

Councils and Parish Councils, whether pastoral or financial, provide real opportunities for lay people to 

participate in pastoral consultation, organization and planning? The good functioning of these Councils is 

critical. I believe that on this score, we are far behind.” 

To the young people he said: “[You ask] What must we do, Father? Look, read the Beatitudes: that will do 

you good. If you want to know what you actually have to do, read Matthew Chapter 25, which is the 

standard by which we will be judged. With these two things you have the action plan: the Beatitudes and 

Matthew 25. You do not need to read anything else. I ask you this with all my heart.” At the end of this 

speech, the official translation says “Don’t forget, 

make your voice heard,” but the reporters on the 

scene said that a more accurate translation would be 

“Don’t forget, make trouble!” Our kind of guy?  
       

Peace and Love,    

  Dick 

  Pastor 

http://www.whispersintheloggia.blogspot.com/
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July 29, 2013 

 

Dear Fellow St. V’s Parishioners, 

The summer is well under way and our hopes for another Orioles run for the playoffs looms near and dear to our 

hearts – well at least to my seven-year-old’s heart.  Many of us have had a chance to get away for a little vacation 

time and others have yet to do so.  During this flurry of summer travel, our offices have been adjusting to the 

transition of Fr. Dick moving out of the rectory.  He has had the challenge of adjusting to commuting to church like 

the rest of us and now can more fully empathize with our plight!   

Part of our summer ritual around here is sponsoring a Vacation Bible School, which just concluded last week.  This 

year our team of leaders worked with the theme “Sustaining God’s Creation.”  It was a great chance to explore the 

Biblical story and connect it with life around them.  One of the first activities our children did was examine our 

baptismal font lid, which has panels displaying scenes from the seven days of creation on it.  Fr. Dick took time with 

them to explain the symbolism of each panel.   

The Department of Natural Resources educators came to do an exercise about the importance of keeping our water 

resources clean.  They did this by way of giving each child a pollutant to add to the water to see the cumulative effect 

of little amounts of pollution for everyday sources.  The kids did a planting project on the side of the rectory offices 

to help beautify our grounds and parking areas.   They capped off the week with a field trip to Marshy Point Nature 

Center where they got to meet some of God’s creatures dwelling there.  Hopefully we instilled in them some 

understanding and appreciation of caring for God’s creation.   

Related to our VBS theme, Lisa Miskelly has written an article about farming and the way we steward the earth in 

how we eat.  She says “The story of eating locally, organically, seasonally, welcomes responsibility.  It necessitates a 

commitment to fulfilling our social responsibility to ensure the accessibility of real food to all.”   

As a community of faith, stewardship of the earth, sustainability and what we eat point are all issues about which we 

need to bring to prayer.  As members of the Body of Christ, we have to ask  ourselves how does what we eat instruct 

and inform how we are living as stewards of God’s creation and bringing forth God’s kingdom in how we care for it.  

As we journey in faith we must ponder these issues over our lifetime.   

On June 30
th
 we celebrated our pastor who has lead us our journey of faith and our understanding of who are as a 

community of faith for 40 years.  You will find some reflections on the last Printer’s Mass, which coincided with that 

40
th
 anniversary celebration as well as pictures of the celebration.   

Finally we have our contributions from Anne Maura English and Audrey Rodgers in her new capacity as parish 

council president.  These contributions all can provide good reading material for you whether you are enjoying the 

last days of summer on the beach, the shade of your back yard or the cool of your home.   Very soon fall will be with 

us again! 

Peace, 

Chris 
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dan.rodricks@baltsun.com 
 

A report from the World Association of Newspapers and News Publishers says Americans with tablets and 

smartphones spend as much time reading newspapers online as do those who still prefer the printed editions. The 

same is true for readers in Western Europe.  The report estimates that, around the world, 2.5 billion adults read 

newspapers in print while more than 600 million people get their papers in digital form, and that number grows each 

year.  Publishing has set sail for the digital universe, and one day the printed version of a newspaper, magazine or 

book may be strictly commemorative. (When the Orioles win the World Series, or the Ravens take another Lombardi 

Trophy, there certainly will have to be print editions of The Sun.) 

This summer marks 40 years since I got my first newspaper job, and back then, even in the midst of the Watergate 

scandal — brought to us by dogged newspaper reporters — I heard veteran editors and reporters predict the demise 

of newspapers. The big villain then was television, and certainly massive numbers of Americans opted for that form 

of news over a printed newspaper and never looked back.  All that happened long before the digital age. In 

Baltimore, Hearst's News-American folded in 1986, and The Evening Sun folded into the morning newspaper about a 

decade later. In between, The Sun moved its printing operation — and its printers — out of our Calvert Street 

building to Port Covington, away from downtown. 

This is all back story to the news I have for you today, a modest milestone on the way to the future: The last 

Baltimore "printer's Mass" will be celebrated at St. Vincent de Paul Church, starting 15 minutes into next Sunday, 

12:15 a.m. June 30.  If you've never heard of the midnight "printer's Mass," or if you knew about it but assumed it 

was long gone — that's OK, too. We are talking about a religious relic.  A century ago, when the Sunday Sun and its 

Hearst competitor were printed in downtown Baltimore, the "printer's Mass" allowed the Catholic men of that ink-

stained craft to fulfill their Sunday obligation by stopping at St. Vincent's on their way home after the Saturday night 

press runs.  The tradition, established with special permission from the Vatican, began in 1914 with a 2:30 a.m. Mass 

at the 172-year-old church on Front Street. Printers attended, as did railroad and postal workers, police officers and 

firefighters. Even some of the employees from the burlesque halls and clubs on The Block came to appreciate the 

early-morning Mass. 

In 1941, St. Vincent's added the 12:15 a.m. Mass. In fact, according to a history provided by the church, two 

additional Masses were added in the basement chapel to handle overflow crowds. At one time, as many as 1,400 

worshipers showed up to praise God in the wee hours.  According to Christopher McCullough, pastoral associate at 

St. Vincent's, the services also became popular with young people out on Saturday night dates. Parentally imposed 

curfews could be violated without consequence if a date ended with the "printer's Mass." 

As you might imagine, attendance at the remaining "printer's Mass" — the 12:15 — has fallen off considerably. The 

Rev. Richard T. Lawrence, the longtime pastor, likes to say that the Mass usually "attracts enough for a minyan," 

meaning at least 10. Paul McMullen of The Catholic Review reported 16 worshipers at the June 8 service, and that 

included the presider and Eucharistic minister. 

So next Sunday, St. Vincent's retires the Baltimore printer's Mass, . . . [and Fr.] Lawrence,  . . .a deeply thoughtful 

and eloquent homilist, will no longer have to pray and preach at midnight.  The ritual lasted long after its original 

purpose became a thing of memory — and well into the digital age — solely because of the priest's devotion to his 

church and its history. Originally published in The Baltimore Sun        

   

mailto:dan.rodricks@baltsun.com
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This is a sad night, the final Printer’s Mass. But more 

than any sorrow, I feel a deep sense of gratitude for the 

gifts this midnight Mass has given me, and, I hope, 

many people: a community of faith and the gift of quiet. 

I first heard about this Mass when I was downstairs at a 

twelve-step meeting. In my first months of sobriety, all I 

was looking for was a place to hang out and be safe at 

the hardest moment of the week to stay clean. It didn’t 

take long for me to realize that I was as spiritually 

bankrupt as I was emotionally and physically empty. I 

had become what a monk once called a “church-going 

atheist.” I went to church because I liked singing church music; I went to church to see my friends at coffee 

hour; I went to church because it was a habit, perhaps the only good habit I had. I realized with difficulty 

that I hadn’t come to church to worship and connect with God in many years. I needed a Mass that stripped 

away everything non-essential, and the Printer’s Mass forced me to focus on what the church really offers: 

the presence of God in the bread and wine. But I also got some of the best preaching available in Baltimore 

and a community of people who loved this Mass as much I have.  

I remember Francis, who was the major domo of this Mass, always asking newcomers to read and dress the 

altar. I remember Pat Kirwan ushering and Delores, his wife (who is here tonight), lectoring. Every week I 

see Laura and Jerry, our other Laura, and Bill who always prays for several minutes after the Mass is done, 

and, most especially, I see George with whom I have counted and deposited the offertory every week for 

twenty years. And every week I have had the privilege of spending time with Fr. Lawrence and listening to 

his preaching. No one comes to a midnight Mass regularly by accident; each of us has chosen it because the 

Printer’s Mass offered something no other Mass offered: the quiet at midnight in the heart of a noisy city, 

the quiet in which we can hear “the still, small voice of God”. 

I know the ending of this Mass is heartbreaking for a few of us. We want to clutch tightly to the past and 

never let it go. We want to stop and keep time from moving on. But faith teaches that the more we resist 

change, the faster what we clutch slips through our fingers. We need to look back wards with gratitude and 

forwards with confidence.  

Sometimes everything seems so transitory:  This Mass ends, churches close, our friends fall away; it seems 

we lose everything we love. But one thing remains a constant; one thing lasts forever—the love of God. It 

is the certainty that breaks through our doubts; it is the ground we walk upon. It is what we were looking 

for and what we found at the Printer’s Mass. But it is everywhere when people come together and seek the 

still, small voice. God’s love is forever and thank God for that.    
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Thanks, for the memory 

Of bare-butt girls and boys, 

You never lost your poise 

Thank God you never dropped one, despite their raucous noise, 

How lovely it was 

 

Thanks, for the memory, 

 For homilies galore  

To folds who didn’t snore 

And visitors bewildered as they headed for the door 

Dick, thank you, so much. 

 

Most visitors found they admired us 

They absorbed how much you inspired us 

Your stories of old never tired us, 

Well just now and then, 

But that’s among friends 

 

And thanks, for the memory 

Of problems that persist, 

The furnace on the fritz 

The winters when it didn’t work our finger froze to bits, 

Dick, thank you, so much. 

 

The pageant at Christmas a riot 

A feast for the heart, you must try it, 

But no Christmas calm, peace or quiet 

But we’re St. V’s 

We aim to please . . . 

 

Yes, thanks for the memory, 

Your scholarly éclat 

The tales about your cat 

The many jokes you often told that never did fall flat, 

Dick, thank you so much  . . . . 
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Shortly after reading John Donahue’s article in the last TSC, I happened to catch the ending of Indiana Jones: the 

Last Crusade.  For those unfamiliar with the film, Indiana and his father are racing to find the Holy Grail before the 

bad guys get it.  This is the Holy Grail of medieval legend.  The drinking vessel Jesus used at the Last Supper.  There 

are, of course, in both the historical legend and the film, all kinds of miraculous properties attributed to it. 

In the final scene, both Indiana and the villains have reached the chamber where the Grail lies hidden among dozens 

of goblets.  They must choose the genuine one in order to receive its miraculous healing rather than death.  The 

villains go first.  Their choice is a golden chalice exquisitely adorned with carvings and gems—a choice that proves 

fatal. Indiana hesitates.  Muttering quietly to himself, he reflects on the origins of the Grail and on the carpenter who 

used it.  He ignores the various other magnificent chalices and chooses a plain, unadorned cup—the authentic Holy 

Grail (which enables him to heal his dying father before it disappears again in an earthquake). 

It contains lots of “miraculous magic” and Hollywood drama, of course, but all I could think was, “How ironic—and 

how sad—that a Jewish Hollywood director (Spielberg) gets it and the Catholic Vatican liturgy revisionists don’t. 

 

 

 

Dear Parishioners, 

The Parish Council has given me the privilege of presiding over the 2013-14 Council. I am grateful for their trust and 

ask your prayers to be a good servant leader. Sara Kelley will serve as Vice President, and Rosie Graf as Secretary. I 

am thankful for such a team. We envision an active year. At our July meeting, we adopted a number of annual 

objectives.  

We intend to work with Fr. Dick and Chris McCullough to establish a Five Year Strategic Plan that examines our 

current reality (who we are and what resources we have available) and what we need to do and how we need to 

change to thrive as a vibrant community.  While our planning process will be focused on our own parish’s needs, 

efforts, programs and evangelization, it will certainly be coordinated with the planning of our parish cluster (Catholic 

Churches of Central City) and the Archbishop’s reorganization plans for the Archdiocese. You’ll hear more about 

this as the year progresses because we need your active participation in ‘visioning’ our future. 

We intend to devise and implement a budget presentation process that helps parishioners understand our financial 

position as well as the pressing need to fund the repairs required by our facility. We will also ensure that the parish’s 

strategic planning is anchored in the reality of our size, our worship and educational programs, staff positions, and 

estimated income and expenses..  

Another objective was to immediately address the identified needs of families with children. The Council 

approved a proposal at the July meeting to establish a Family Life Subcommittee as an adjunct to the Education and 

Enrichment Committee to coordinate programs to improve parenting skills and explore the spiritual and moral 
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development of children; to provide family-based social and service events; to distribute materials to enhance the 

spiritual dimension of family life as a ‘home church;’ and effectively communicate all this to the parish community. 

Council representative Bethany Gregg is coordinating the launch and has already recruited parents (thank you!) in 

key roles. More to come on this. 

Bethany, Nan Astone, and Anne Gibson are exploring introducing the “Catechesis of the Good Shepherd” for the 

youngest of our children here at St V. This is a Montessori-based religion program, strong on story-telling and 

experiential play learning. Stay tuned. 

The Parish Council will have a half-day retreat on August 3. The retreat will be all about attitudes, not outcomes (no 

planning!). We will review a video on best practices for councils from the National Leadership Roundtable on 

Church Management; examine our duties and responsibilities, and discern how our individual Meyers-Briggs profiles 

will interact with our consensus decision-making process. Keep us in your prayers. 

Finally, many have wondered where the parish directory started by last year’s Council might be. There have been a 

series of ‘road-bumps’ that we are scrambling to address.  There were multiple attempts to provide photo sessions to 

those who missed the high volume sessions in November; the rescheduling and cancelling took months.  Joe 

Yingling has now reformatted the registration data to produce the ‘roster’ for Life Touch to use in printing. This has 

been a long road for all involved, and your continued patience is truly appreciated. We should see the directory soon. 

The Parish Council consists of six Mass community representatives (Sara, Rosie, Bethany and me from 9:30, John 

Kober from 7:15 and Denise Hamilton from 11:45), the chairs of the six standing committees: Peggy Meyer and Ray 

Heil (Social Action), John Helie (Liturgy), Dave Potts and Dan Rolandelli (Facilities), Laureen Brunelli 

(Communications and Outreach), Peggy Shouse (Education and Enrichment) and Maureen Fitzsimmons (Finance). 

Do not hesitate to bring any concerns or ideas to any of us; contact information is in the bulletin and/or on the 

website. Parish Council meetings occur on the second Tuesday of every month and are open to parishioners. The 

minutes are always posted on the website. 

Peace and blessings throughout the end of the summer,    

Audrey Rogers 
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This is the second in a short series on prayer. The first article appeared in the Summer 2013 (Vol. 33, #6) issue and 

is available on the St. V. website. 

Toward the end of Ordinary People, the teen and his father are talking, and the boy asks why his father never came 

down hard on him the way he did his older brother. Chuckling the father says, “You were always so hard on yourself. 

I never had to.” 

Good parents know the wisdom in that; they adjust what they say and how they say it to the individual understanding 

and sensitivity of the child. A good teacher who has four sections of the same course adapts the material and the 

presentation to the background and abilities of each class. Of course, selfish and manipulative people seem 

particularly adept at this, quickly figuring out how to push the right buttons to get what they want or establish their 

dominance. But if we have any social skills at all, we instinctively seek to speak to rather than at others. That 

demands sensitivity to what our listener is able to hear and thus an understanding of and respect for that other person 

and a desire to enter into the kind of dialogue that can build understanding and relationship.  

Are we willing to entertain the possibility that God may be as good--if not better--at this than we are on our best 

days? 

Considering that question may take some adjustment on our part. First of all we tend to consider prayer primarily as 

an exercise in our talking to God. But, as the giants of spirituality in the Jewish and Christian traditions have always 

told us, prayer is first and foremost about our opening our hearts and minds to what God wishes to say to us.  

But that is only part of the adjustment. Once we accept that God wishes to speak to us, we may tend to think of it as 

“one size fits all.” We may have no trouble acknowledging that God speaks in the Bible or through the sacraments or 

even in the “signs of the times.” But what does that actually mean to us? Do we—even unconsciously—presume 

that’s like a recorded or videotaped message, or perhaps even a message in a bottle tossed in the ocean? 

On the other hand, the tradition of Christian prayer challenges us to believe, to accept as real, two related claims 

about God. First, God desires a relationship with each one of us—not just as members of a group of disciples, but as 

unique individuals. Secondly, God is constantly, actively at work initiating and fostering that relationship—speaking 

to us through our own thoughts and feelings. This is the “were not our hearts burning within us” experience of the 

couple on the road to Emmaus (Lk. 24-32).  

As we reflected on in the first article of this series, God is committed to “making this relationship work,” and God 

has a total, intimate knowledge of us. Sometimes when we mention a memory we have of someone else, we find that 

they have no recollection of the incident we’re talking about. The human conscious memory holds on to only a 

fraction of what we experience. God, however, remembers in vivid detail our every breath, thought, feeling, 

experience. God knows how those aspects of our history have brought us to this moment of reflection and knows 

what aspect of it will most touch us and how that can be a way to invite us to the next step in our spiritual growth. 

If that were the only influence on our response, spiritual growth would be a lot easier. Unfortunately, our responses 

also arise from our human weakness and our sinfulness. Cultural biases, old hurts, defense mechanisms: these are 

among the numerous things that can also set our hearts to “burning”—or slam down like a wall blocking any 

reflection. That is why our faith tradition identifies “discernment” as crucial to any genuine spiritual growth.  
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Although there is a whole model of “discernment” for specific decision, at its root discernment rests on an 

acknowledgment that we are created by God to function in community. Listening to our own reactions in the context 

of Scripture, other religious or inspirational writings, preaching, faith sharing, awareness of others’ reactions, 

spiritual direction – these are all ways of testing our own responses. We are looking for some validation that we’re 

not on some idiosyncratic path, but we need more than that. We need to ensure that we don’t just attend to 

community voices which reinforce our current beliefs and feelings. If the voices with which we are surrounded never 

challenge us to move beyond our comfort zone, we need to expand our search. Scripture and the history of 

Christianity teach us that spirituality is a journey and an ongoing conversion. 

The greatest obstacle to our growth, however, remains our pull to disparage our call. “Me? Spoken to personally by 

God? Seriously?” Yes, this is one area in which we need to take our “selves” very seriously.  NOT “taking ourselves 

seriously” is, of course, often heralded as a virtue. It certainly can be—if that seriousness leads to making our 

feelings/concerns/ judgments the standard by which all else is evaluated, losing our ability to see our flaws, ditching 

our sense of humor. However, not taking ourselves seriously can also be a tragic mistake. Most of us know someone 

for whom that has been true; someone who brushed aside the physical signs that their health was endangered, 

someone who ignored the problems in a relationship with their spouse or the warning signs that a child was in or 

headed for trouble, someone who dismissed the cautions of the workplace that their performance was unsatisfactory. 

Someone who minimized their own talent(s) and so failed to develop them. 

The reality of the spiritual dimensions, the spiritual essence and basis of our very existence, is something we need to 

take very seriously.  If we accept our faith, we need to take seriously our Selves as graced individuals called by God 

to a personal relationship and personal mission in God’s continuing covenant with creation. Prayer—personal prayer 

as a way of listening to the God who invites us more deeply into that relationship—is at the heart of that seriousness. 

It is for that reason and in that sense that we can speak of the “sacrament of our self.” As water, bread, oil become the 

means by which God interacts with us in the seven great sacraments, so our lived experience and the reactions we 

have to it become the means by which God speaks to us and through which we respond. An essential part of prayer is 

learning to do that. 

Much of the rest of this series will be devoted to examples of how we can do that—via Scripture, secular writings our 

day-to-day experience, traditional prayers and prayer practices. However, we’re not quite finished looking at the 

sacrament that is our self. People are different, they have different personalities, and it seems highly likely that God 

takes that into consideration in relating to us. Spirituality is the ultimate “individualized instruction.” Next time, then, 

we will take a brief look at how people who have devoted their study and practice to helping us develop our 

spirituality have used instruments like the Myers-Briggs Inventory and the Enneagram. 

A.) Contemporary biblical scholarship 

The biblical word which we translate “obedience” does not mean simply doing what one is told. A genuine 

translation would be “deep listening,” a getting into sync with God so that one shares God’s loving perspective and 

one’s choices become clearer, perhaps even obvious.   

B.) Revelation 3:20 

Listen! I am standing at the door, knocking. If you hear my voice and open the door, I will come in to you and eat 

with you, and you with me.”           [New Revised Standard Version translation] 

Look, I am standing at the door, knocking. If one of you hears me calling and opens the door, I will come in to share 

their meal, side by side with them. [Jerusalem Bible translation adjusted for sexist language] 
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Here I am! I stand at the door and knock. If any of you hears my voice and opens the door, I will come in and eat 

with you. And you will eat with me.                              [The Message translation] 

C.) Romans 8:26-27 

The Spirit too comes to help us in our weakness.  For when we cannot choose words in order to pray properly, the 

Spirit—the actual Holy Spirit—expresses our plea in a way that could never be put into words. And God who knows 

everything in our hearts knows perfectly well what the Spirit means.  [Jerusalem Bible translation adjusted for sexist language] 

Meanwhile, the moment we get tired in the waiting, God’s Spirit is right alongside helping us along. If we don’t 

know how or what to pray, it doesn’t matter. The Spirit does our praying in and for us, making prayer out of our 

wordless sighs, our aching groans. The Spirit knows us far better than we know ourselves, knows our pregnant 

condition, and keeps us present before God. That’s why we can be so sure that every detail in our lives of love for 

God is worked into something good.                                [The Message translation adjusted for sexist language] 

D.) Luke 24:32 

Did our hearts not burn within us as he talked to us on the road?                         [Jerusalem Bible] 
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The story of eating, and the story of farming, are one in the same for me—entangled in a loving web of 

livelihood and passion, work and leisure, early-morning harvests and mid-day meals, which satisfy more 

than bellies, but cultivate senses.   

 

My senses digest the story of eating: the feel of sore muscles pulsing with the ache of a day’s labor; the 

sight of an ungrazed pasture decorated with dew-lined webs; the dank smell of earthworms and wet soil 

after heavy rain; the slight sounds of cows rustling in a dark barn; the taste of the first strawberry of the 

season, a gift placed into my mouth by a seven-year-old girl as my mud-caked hands transplant beans into 

soft ground. 

 

It is a story of people—producers, share-members, and friends.  Of kohlrabi’s so big the neighbors take a 

photograph, of fall harvest meals so bountiful there better be hungry friends around to share, of kids so 

enamored to see working horses they gape or giggle at the sight. 

 

It is a story of land: what is offered and what is taken; what is harvested and what is returned; what debris, 

manure, and legumes are turned into the soil, decomposed into the darkness of earth to be digested, and fed 

back to our bodies and the bodies of our children’s children.  I hope. 

 

The story of eating locally, organically, seasonally, welcomes 

responsibility.  It necessitates a commitment to fulfilling our social 

responsibility to ensure the accessibility of real food to all—to 

illuminate a food justice that eliminates the disparity between those 

who can, and cannot, afford to buy food grown by human hands and 

fertile dirt.  
 

A summer share from Lisa’s Good Work Farm 

It is the emergent story of small movements of political action: don’t molest, or unrightly claim ownership 

over, these seeds, don’t invade a country so that my food can be trucked cross-country.  A prudent demand 

for autonomy, liberty, and authentic freedom.  

 

The same action of careful eating at once negates those aspects of our society which offer a blind and bitter 

destruction, and celebrates, with humility, courage, and joy, work which regenerates soil biology, restores 

human health, and renews community.   

  

Walking into a field in midsummer, I feel myself living in a world of abundance.  I come into the kitchen 

bearing some sumptuous delights: garlic scape tendrils, golden yellow summer squash, pungent leaves of 

basil, armloads of spicy greens to be reduced by heat and steam. 
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Eating locally stimulates a love affair with the earth and its inhabitants; 

each meal suggests another opportunity to tempt and honor the palates of 

my community with meals too good to be born from anything but the 

earth itself: rich compost, unfathomably complex soil micro-organisms, 

persistent pollinators, labor of tender bodies and focused minds, long 

days hauling in hay and harvest—balancing budgets, birthing lambs, 

seeding kale. 

 

To taste food grown by a farmer—unconditional, unconditioned food, unadulterated, respected food—is to 

taste the history: of the landscape, of the animal, of the farmer's craft.  To eat this food is to recognize what 

is required of us: care for land, heal economic disparities, teach children, learn to cook, celebrate the 

ongoing creation which surrounds us: revel in it; be challenged by it.  It is not a solution alone, but part of 

the web, part of the process, the momentum, the promise, the gift. 

About the author: Lisa Miskelly co-runs Good Work Farm in Emmaus, PA and previously co-ran Great Song Farm 

in Red Hook, NY, both of which use organic practices.  
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Luke 10: 38-42 

Gospel for 16th Sunday in Numbered Time, Year C 

 

The Liturgy of July 20-21 brought us the story (told 

only in Luke) of Mary and Martha. For most of us 

the standard interpretation of this incident is familiar. 

At least since the rise of the great contemplative 

religious orders, this passage has been used to defend 

the importance—if not the preeminence—of 

contemplation over action. “Mary has chosen the 

better part and it shall not be taken from her.” 

Certainly there can be no question that in the overscheduled lives of contemporary U.S. life, a call to emphasize 

being over doing can be very appropriate. However, precisely because our own lives are so often piled with demands, 

many of us can’t help thinking that Martha is getting a raw deal here. Would it really hurt Mary to lend a hand? After 

all, presumably she’ll get to listen to Jesus again at dinner. 

Biblical scholarship, however, takes us in a totally different direction. That perspective is based on a careful 

reflection on the Greek vocabulary used. To appreciate what that will tell us, we need to take a look at how language 

functions in cultures. All languages develop “idioms,” ways of using words or phrases that move away from their 

strict dictionary definition or expected usage and develop a specific meaning or connotation—often with a specific 

set of circumstances in which they are used. We grow up learning the idioms of our own language and they seem 

obvious and familiar to us. That will not be true for people learning our language; they will need to make special 

effort to master the “strange” ways the words are used in order not to miss entirely the meaning of what is being said. 

To illustrate, let’s imagine two situations. In the first, a young neighbor learning English asks you to look over an 

essay about his family he has done for class. You note that he has obviously used his dictionary to find synonyms and 

has explained that one of his brothers “enrolled in the army” after high school while another “enlisted in university.” 

Technically both verbs do mean join, but the young man has reversed the way they are normally used. There is no 

particular logical reason for this; it’s just the way we have come to use the words. Or consider this scenario. Someone 

is telling her co-workers about the birth of her niece. She says her sister had a fairly easy time; she went into labor 

about 8:30 in the morning and had the baby at 5:39 that afternoon. One of the group—a foreign student still learning 

English—is puzzled. “Why did she go to work that morning? Couldn’t she tell the baby was coming.” To her, going 

into work and going into labor seem to mean the same thing. 

This second example is particularly pertinent to our biblical discussion. When we native born speakers hear the 

phrase “going into labor” or “being in labor,” it has only one possible meaning. The same thing was true for the 

Greek translation of the original Aramaic in the Mary and Martha story. The Greek says that Mary “sat at the feet of 

Jesus.” In its original context, that phrase has a very definite, very specific meaning. 

The search for that meaning takes us to the Acts of the Apostles, the one other place in the New Testament where this 

phrase appears. In Acts 22:3, Paul is appearing before the Council of Jerusalem, defending his Jewishness, 
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demanding that Peter and the other Christian leaders acknowledge him as an expert on and former leader in that faith 

so as to give greater weight to his argument that Gentile converts not be made to observe Jewish law. He says, “I sat 

at the feet of Gamaliel and was taught the exact observance of the Law of our ancestors.” (We know from other texts 

of the period that Gamaliel was a famous teacher.) 

This supports evidence from other textual sources that for Jews at the time “to sit at the feet of” a teacher was to 

engage in intensive study of the Law. The Greek text very clearly uses this phrase even though it can be glossed over 

by a less than accurate translation. Mary of the Lucan passage, therefore, has been invited, or has taken it upon 

herself, to claim the role of a serious student of the Torah and the tradition, participating in the educational formation 

needed to become a rabbi. And Jesus defends her behavior, behavior that would be perfectly natural and appropriate 

at that time—if she had been a boy.  

This cultural clarification modifies our traditional image of the Jesus and Mary of this scene. Because of the 

contemplative vs. active interpretation, Mary has often been envisioned in art and literary description sitting perfectly 

attentive and passive, totally enrapt while Jesus talks at length. This was not the format of Jewish teaching—then or 

now (in the more traditional circles). The teacher challenged the disciple with questions, demanding more and more 

sophisticated argumentation from the student as the lesson progressed. “But what about . . . ?” “How would you 

answer the argument that . . . ?” Finally, when the teacher was satisfied he might offer his own commentary, or 

simply say, “Well done,” and move on to a new question. If we consider how often in the gospels, Jesus asks a 

question of his disciples or his critics, we can see his familiarity with this methodology. “Sitting at the feet” of the 

master was an intensely animated and interactive process. Not only was Mary claiming a boy’s role, then, she was 

claiming a role which demanded that she act in a thoroughly “unfeminine” way.  

This background allows us to supply context for Martha’s entrance and complaint. First of all, there is no way 

Martha is frantically slaving away in the kitchen trying to get a meal together by herself. All the gospel evidence 

points to Lazarus, Mary and Martha’s family’s being more than comfortably wealthy. That kitchen is adequately 

staffed with more than enough servants and female extended family members to prepare a meal at which there 

appears to be only one guest. Martha may in fact be doing some of the actual physical work, but as lady of the house 

her main occupation is probably coordinating what everyone else is doing. Under other circumstances she would 

probably be more than happy to have Mary out of the way. Mary does not seem the type to take orders from Martha 

and her absence probably means neither tussles about whether the bread should go on the soft leather tray or in the 

patterned basket nor contradictory orders to the staff as to whether the lentil side dish needs more seasoning.  

Any note of frenzy has another source entirely. Even those of us old enough to remember U.S. culture pre-women’s 

movement cannot fully understand what Mary’s behavior would mean in the society of Jesus’ day—particularly 

among the upper class. Her sitting herself at the feet of Jesus—acting like a boy—would have precipitated not just a 

few raised eyebrows and a “Tsk!” or two. Behind that closed kitchen door, the female members of the family are 

thoroughly horrified and writhing in embarrassment. They couldn’t be more upset if Mary started shedding her 

clothes in an impromptu strip tease. Two of the kitchen maids have had to be re-assigned to bring wet cloths and a 

cool drink to Great Aunt Susanna who is complaining of chest pains and shortness of breath. The other aunts, cousins 

and in-laws are—in typical mid-East fashion either collapsing in tears or wringing their fists and shrieking their 

outrage (in whispers, of course.) Everyone is demanding that Martha “DO SOMETHING!”  

So Martha does. She avoids any reference to the offensive behavior itself and instead manufactures a socially 

acceptable way to yank Mary back into the kitchen where she belongs (and where the rest of the family will tie her to 

a table leg if need be to keep her from returning to the atrium). Jesus doesn’t embarrass Martha by unmasking her 

subterfuge, but he is quite clear: “Mary has chosen the better part, and it shall not be taken from her.”  
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Throughout Christian history, of course, the Marthas have carried the day more times than not. Christian women 

have had to struggle to insist that “in Christ there is neither male nor female” be more than empty platitude. In the 

last four decades, Catholic women have often had to fight an uphill battle to become lectors, Eucharistic ministers, 

theology teachers, and leaders in various milieus. After a brief period of openness after Vatican II, women have 

steadily been removed as seminary professors (even if their academic credentials are superb) and banned as spiritual 

directors for seminarians.  

Twentieth-century theologian J.B. Metz coined the phrase “dangerous memory,” referring to the gospel accounts of 

Jesus’ attitude toward the poor and marginalized. Given that that the Holy Spirit seems bent on letting nothing 

ultimately thwart Jesus’ vision of a redeemed humanity and church, it may be no accident thing that this Lucan 

passage is enshrined in the Cycle C liturgy. We are thus guaranteed to hear it every third year. Granted the New 

American Bible, the Catholic translation used in the liturgy, has chosen to render the text as “sat beside the feet of 

Jesus” which would be an entirely different matter altogether. But the true meaning of the text waits there, biding its 

time: a dangerous memory indeed: “Mary has chosen the better part and it shall not be taken from her.” 
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Minutes of the Parish Council Meeting  

of St. Vincent de Paul Church 

July 9th, 2013 
 

The meeting was brought to order by the Council President, Audrey Rogers at 7:33 pm and started with a prayer. 

 

In attendance: Fr. Richard Lawrence, Pastor; Chris McCullough, Pastoral Associate; Audrey Rogers, 

President, 9:30 Mass Rep.; Sara Kelley, Vice President, 9:30 Mass Rep; Rosie Graf, Secretary, 9:30 Mass Rep.; 

John Kober, Sr., 7:15 Mass Rep.; Bethany Gregg, 9:30 Mass Rep.; Ray Heil, Social Action Committee Co-

Chair; David Potts and Dan Rolandelli, Facility Committee Co-Chairs; Laureen Brunelli, Communications and 

Outreach Committee Chair; Maureen Fitzsimmons, Finance Committee Chair; Anne Marie Freeburger, 

Corporator and Nan Astone presenting Good Shepherd Program.   

 

Missing: 

Denise Hamilton, 11:45 Mass Rep.; John Helie, Liturgy Committee Chair; Kathi Jeffra, (though September) 

Education and Enrichment Committee Chair; and Graham Yearley,  Corporator. 

Pastor’s Report 

Fr. Lawrence thanked all for the 40th anniversary celebration and informed the council that he moved July 1- 2nd 

and is still unpacking.  The cat moved a week later because she was resistant to leaving.  All are welcome to 

visit but there is no parking in the Scarlett Place building.  Visitors should use street parking but be aware that 

ticketing occurs after 3 hours.  Fr. Lawrence is visibly maintaining things here in the rectory but moving his 

living quarters there.  The library and living room will not be cleared out completely until Labor Day.  

  

Status Report on Catholic Churches of Central City [CCCC] 

Fr. Lawrence shared that the representatives of the five parishes continue to meet to compare notes on policies 

and programs. The RCIA teams had hoped to start a common program in the fall but are moving slowly.  The 

cluster parishes have a meeting with Bishop Madden on July 12.  They will discuss the CCCC plan, which was 

submitted last year and also address the CCCC response to the Archbishop’s preliminary plan earlier this year.

   

Finance Report/ FY14 Budget 

Maureen Fitzsimmons thanked Barbara Hodnett for the extra effort it took to provide the information for the 

annual report because of the delay in receiving monthly statements.  In preparing the FY14 budget, Maureen 

also created an annual and monthly fixed cost analysis for Council’s review within the context of estimated 

annual and monthly income. This ‘fixed cost – offertory income’ analysis shows a monthly shortfall of $5K; 

when maintenance, supplies, and programs are factored in, we are almost $23K short per month.  This annual 

deficit is not new; it has been offset in previous years by one large annual donation which has allowed us to 

maintain the status quo. Most of the annual donation received in March was used to cover FY13, leaving 

approximately $50K in cash to offset the monthly deficits until March 2014 which is frankly untenable 

financially.  Parishioners are not aware of these conditions and the Council discussed ways to remedy this 

situation. The Finance Committee only received the proposed FY14 budget Monday evening and declined to 

forward it to Council for approval pending their closer review.  It will be submitted in August. 
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Strategic Planning Proposal   

Audrey Rogers presented some material on “The Parish Council as Communio in Action” obtained from the 

National Leadership Roundtable presentations at the Mid Atlantic Conference that Audrey, Laureen and Chris 

attended in March, 2013.  Audrey proposed that the Council should operate this year by planning and decision-

making that is mission-driven, data-informed, and discernment-derived.  This includes accurately & carefully 

assessing our current reality to know who we are, what are we offering, and what are the key areas in which we 

need to invest time & talent. An Ad Hoc Committee was requested last month to start this information-gathering 

process. This phase will include broad consultation with the parish community.  The data from this phase will 

be used by a Strategic Planning Committee (to be identified and recruited later in the year) to study the data, 

explore viable options, identify resources, and propose evaluation measures to Council.  The Council will enter 

into a discernment process to choose among the options and produce a ‘thin plan’ that lays out a vision & goals. 

The work of adding programmatic ‘flesh’ to this plan will fall to staff and committees. The built-in evaluation 

measures will assist in fine-tuning programs or adding/deleting efforts, giving us flexibility and responsiveness.  

The Council approved moving ahead with this kind of strategy.  The strategic planning will start after data 

collection is complete (as early as November). Note: While our planning process will be focused on our own 

parish’s needs, efforts, programs and evangelization, it will certainly be coordinated with the planning of our 

parish cluster (Catholic Churches of Central City) & the Archbishop’s reorganization plans for the Archdiocese. 

Annual Objectives for the 2013-2014 Parish Council 

 The Parish Council accepted the following objectives for the upcoming year: 

1. Establish a Five Year Strategic Plan  

A. Undertake and complete the data collection phase of strategic planning; 

1. Form Ad Hoc Group to collect and analyze data; 

2. Communicate process to the parish community and invite participation in various response 

and feedback exercises. 

B. Undertake and complete strategic planning focusing on mission and mission support activities, 

articulating the theological (why), the pastoral (what), and the temporal (how); 

1. Form Ad Hoc Group to process data reports & draft a strategic plan for P. C. review; 

2. Review, discuss, debate, and revise as indicated the Ad Hoc Committee’s draft strategic plan 

and approve it for implementation.  

2. Revise the Parish Budget Presentation Process 

Devise and implement a budget process that integrates finances and assets, understandably presenting  

all revenue and expenses, allowing for modeling of the parish planning, and clearly aligning staff 

positions and expenses to parish planning; 

a. Direct Finance Committee to work with the Ad Hoc Committee(s) to produce a more coherent 

budget process; 

b. Communicate an understandable report on revenues and expenses to the parish community; 

c. Identify and provide up-to-date mechanisms for parishioner donations; 

3. Immediately Address Identified Needs of Families with Young Children 

Establish a structure & process for addressing the needs of families w/young children in the parish. 

a. Build on information from these families collected in Spring 2013; 

b. Establish a Family Life Subcommittee under the Education & Enrichment Committee with a 

mission and scope; 

b. Identify individuals to coordinate specific activities within this subcommittee. 
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Old Business: 

Issues in the Park    

Colleen McCahill requested the Council to address the policies for the park last spring. Sara Kelley volunteered 

in June to follow-up with Colleen.  Problems include lack of weekend volunteers to clear and clean the park, 

needed repairs to the benches and chains, and attention to the status of the arrangement with the Downtown 

Partnership of Baltimore which (we assume) has been offering their services to the park through a contract with 

the local hotel owners.  The Park Working Group, under the Facilities Committee, was active when first 

organized but has ceased to function effectively. Issues in the park continue to spill over to the whole St V 

campus.  The Facilities Committee is organizing under the new leadership of Dave Potts and Dan Rolandelli 

and Sara will coordinate with them to identify the issues and resources to move this forward. 

Parish Council Retreat    

Sara reported that the retreat date is Saturday, August 3rd from 9:30 am -1:00 pm with continental breakfast 

from 9:30-10:00 am. The agenda will consist of an activity using an abbreviated version of the Meyers Briggs, 

how each of our personality types might interact with consensus decision-making, a discussion of a short video 

on parish councils and the Council’s constitutional responsibilities. 

  

New Business: 

Family Life Subcommittee 

Chris conducted a focus group with parishioners with children to explore what programming young families 

want. From these results, a survey ascertaining interest and likelihood of participation was developed and 

distributed in April. Audrey worked with Bethany Gregg to develop a mission statement for a Family Life 

Subcommittee and Bethany presented the mission and the establishment of this subcommittee to Council for 

approval. Bethany also noted that she has recruited parent volunteers to staff each of the five mission areas 

(parental enrichment/education, communication, social and service projects, and family-based activities). The 

Council approved this subcommittee as an adjunct to the standing Education and Enrichment Committee and 

encouraged the new Family Life Subcommittee to coordinate their efforts with FFF and sacramental preparation 

for children.  

Catechesis of Good Shepherd  

The Catechesis of the Good Shepherd [CGS] is a religious education program for children aged 3-12 focused on 

story telling the parables and experiential play on the parables’ themes, based on the Montessori Method of 

education. It is national program, well recognized and well loved by the participating parents. Bethany Gregg 

was exposed to the program when living in Seattle although her daughters were too young to participate. Nan 

Astone, who has taught in St V FFF for 22 years, has her daughter enrolled in a DC program, and 

enthusiastically spoke of the experience.  Bethany and Nan propose that the CGS program for children 3 – 6 

years old take the place of FFF for that age group.  The directors of the program do need training and the 

program itself will need resources and funding.  Bethany, Nan, and Anne Gibson have met with CGS staff and 

visited parishes in Baltimore conducting the program. All involved feel this will be an attraction to parents who 

will want their children to receive this catechesis and the council agrees. This item was brought to Council for 

information-only at this time.  Council encouraged the team to continue exploring options associated with their 

proposal. 
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Standing Committee Reports         

Liturgy Committee – John Helie, Chair; Valerie Rolandelli, Vice-Chair 

 Summer Series on the Eucharist is currently underway for July 6-7; July 13-14; and July 20-21 using 

Part 2 of the Rolheiser book, Our One Great Act of Fidelity.  We will conclude this series with three 

Sundays in 2014. 

 The Liturgy Committee Retreat will be August 24 from 10 am to 1 pm. Topics will include planning for 

committee goals/objectives for 2013-2014; the structure and meeting schedule of the Liturgy 

Committee; and planning and restructuring the Lenten/Holy Week Services using feedback received 

from the parish survey for Lent-Easter. 

 
Education and Enrichment Committee – Kathi Jeffra, Chair 

 The committee has not met since June Council meeting; next meeting is scheduled for July 15th to 

identify new chair and discuss evaluation data from retreat. 

 
Social Action Committee – Peggy Meyer and Ray Heil, Co-Chairs 

 Friday Dinner for the Hungry: We continue to serve 150-250 guests each Friday evening. We began 

distributing United Way cards to help people in need learn who can help them.  

 Peace & Justice Subcommittee: We attended the BRIDGE overnight retreat to plan agendas for the next 

two years.  

 Environmental Focus: We are still working to get solar panels for the rectory but the Archdiocese is 

reviewing the project since it is a capital improvement. Exelon (BG&E’s parent corporation) approved 

our grant request for $10,000.  

 Beyond the Boundaries: We participated in the Beyond the Boundaries planning meeting.  

 Peace Focus: The President of Loyola agreed to start classes for peace or integrate “peace” into existing 

classes but is now requesting funding.  

 The Resource Exchange: We supplied 6 individuals, whom Healthcare for the Homeless placed in 

apartments, with furniture and starter kits in June.  

 Jonestown Planning Council: We did not meet the first week of June.  

 St V Park: Christopher Place’s manager is checking to see if they can help us at all on Saturday 

mornings in the park.  

 Emergency Services: The men’s program gave clothing to 46 men in June and spent about $500. 

Expense for the food program will be reported in August. 

 Other activities: We held the Pax Christi DC meeting at St. Vincent’s. We financially supported San 

Juan de Limay.  

 

Facilities Committee – Dave Potts and Dan Rolandelli, Co-Chairs 

This committee will meet on July 29 to reorganize under its new leadership. Chris submitted this report: 

 Work on the restoration of the last south facing stained glass in the Church is scheduled almost 

complete.  A contract for restoration work on the west windows is in process.  Work is being done to 

look for grant money to create a scope of work for the restoration of the exterior of St. Vincent de Paul 

Church. 

 There is no progress on the insurance company regarding reimbursing the cost of joist repair in the 

upper croft.  

 We have yet to receive confirmation on the exemption from the city’s requirement to get a permit for 

our undercroft kitchen. 

 St. V’s received a $10,000 grant from BG&E for the purpose of adding a solar array to its roof.  An 

application has been submitted to the diocesan offices to move forward with the project. 
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 Bids are still being collected for the repair of the structural damage under Fr. Chuck’s tub. 

 Hirsch Electric was out to examine the rectory doorbell.  The problem was diagnosed and parts ordered 

for its repair. 

 The gutters on the south side of the church continue to clog (with leaves) and overflow causing water to 

flood the undercroft as well as create potential damage to our newly restored windows.  A complicating 

piece is the inadequate diameter of the existing downspouts to accommodate heavy rainwater from the 

size of the large church roof. 

 A security company was contacted to examine our property regarding the issue for the church and 

rectory.  A proposal and breakdown of costs is being prepared.  Once all information is gathered it will 

be brought to council for discussion.   

Communications and Outreach Committee – Laureen Brunelli, Chair; Jackie Range, Vice-Chair 

The C&O Committee has not met since the last Parish Council meeting. We have a meeting scheduled for 

July 14 to discuss the website management only.   

 Social Media - The St. V Facebook page is now live.  All can view it at 

https://www.facebook.com/StVChurch. People with Facebook accounts can “like” it and will receive a 

news stream with event updates and news stories. Currently we have pictures from the retreat up.  

 New coverage of  the Last Midnight Mass - Both The Baltimore Sun and The Catholic Review ran 

articles about the end of the Printer’s Masses at St. V. Links to the articles: 

http://www.baltimoresun.com/news/maryland/bs-md-rodricks-0623-20130621,0,5334778.column and 

http://www.catholicreview.org/article/commentary/amen/put-a-30-on-the-printers-mass.   

 Registration/Directory - The directory is moving forward but will probably take a couple months to 

complete.  We must submit the contact information roster for the publishing company which needs to 

come from the registration database. This database we have discovered has incomplete data and 

duplications of entries which we are scrambling to correct. We apologize for the delay. When all 

material is submitted to Lifetouch and we have a firm date on its completion, we will communicate that 

to the parish.   
 

Meeting Close 

Audrey requested meeting process evaluations from the council members and adjourned the meeting at 9:36 pm 

with the recitation of the Lord’s Prayer. 

Reminders:  The Next Parish Council Meeting is August 13th at 7:30 pm.  

  The Parish Council Retreat is Saturday, Aug. 3rd from 9:30 am – 1:00 pm. 

Minutes submitted by 

Rosie Graf, Secretary to the Council 
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